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October 22, 1993
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY

Friday
Sunny
Highs near 60

•

AMBULATORY CARE COMPLEX

Gilley announces $27 million plan with hospital
By Everett Tackett
Reporter

President J. Wade Gilley
Thursday evening announced a $27 .5 million joint
venture with Cabell Huntington Hospital for the construction of an Ambulatory
Care Complex.
The Ambulatory Care
Complex is a 165,000 square
foot project that involves an

•

Ambulatory Care Facility, a
Center for Rural Health and
an Academic Health Center.
Construction of the complex
could start as early as 1994
and the project will probably
take two years, said Dr. Charles
H. McKown, Dean ofthe School
on Medicine.
The complex is very important to the future of the Medical School because it will consolidate the university's medi-
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matized mayhem.
With a bevy ofindustry heavyweights
looking on, Reno told the committee the
TV industry had better act quickly to
end fictionalized violence or the government would step in.
"Government intervention is neither
the best option nor the first we should
try," Reno said, urging lawmakers to
give the industry a few more months to
prove it can change.
"But if significant voluntary steps
Please see VIOLENCE, Page 2
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Congress takes dimmer view
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Eastern Kentucky University's library, which was founded in 1907 and
services a studentbody ofabout 12,000,
houses more than 1.4 million book titles and volumes. Marshall's library
has just over 1.2 million.
Dr. Marshall Myers, library director at EKU, said he is satisfied with his
university's facility.
"We are improving our existing building with an addition for more stacks,
but I feel that our library is more than
adequate," Myers said.
Larry Besant, library director at
Morehead State University, said one
problem that libraries face today is
keeping up with technology and electronic automation.
"Libraries are under great pressure
to evolve to electronics," Besant said.
"Adding more electronics increases the
overall expenditures for materials, but
students need the equipment. In the
end, the students decide the adequacy
of the library."

• VIOLENCE IN MEDIA
WASHINGTON (AP)-A pie in the
face used to be considered classic comedy, but with Congress on the warpath
against TV violence, scriptwriters had
better think twice before suggesting
such a scene for a sitcom.
Sen. Ernest Hollings, D-S.C., chairman of a Senate committee considering
measures to regulate Tv violence, said
Wednesday he didn't think slapstick
was particularly funny in an era of
increasing real-life mayhem.
Nor did Attorney General Janet Reno
find anything amusing about TV's dra-

"This is a project the likes
CEO of Cabell Huntington
Hospital. "We know that they ofwhich has never been done
in this area, or possibly even
want to relocate the store."
"The Center for Rural Health the state," McKown said.
A Department of Housing
will be owned by the university
and will be on land leased to us and Urban Developby the hospital,"McKown said. ment1993 Special Grant
The Center for Rural Health provided $4.5 million for the
will be a 25,000-square foot building of the Center for
facility that will contain the Rural Health. Cabell Hunrural outreach activities, the tington Hospital provided
Medical School Library and the major sum of the money
to build the facility: $15
support space.

Library Comparisons

LIBRARY

The James E. Morrow Library is behind other collegiate libraries in more
ways than one.
For example, Marshall employs
about the same number of full time
staff as Morehead State, which has
almost 5,000 fewer students. Eastern
Kentucky University, which services
the same number of students as Marshall, has twice the library staff.
Leah J. Fidler, director ofMarshall's
library, said the building and the materials are not adequate.
"We outgrew our facility several years
ago and we have not been able to develop our collections," Fidler said.
"The main problem is that the building is designed for closed stacks. Since
we have an open-stack system, the
stacks are very dark and there is no
flexibility with shelving," she said.
Fidler said there are a number of
areas that she would like to see improved in the existing building.
"Our biggest need is more student
space. We have very little space for
students as a group," Fidler said.
"I would like to see more classrooms
and group study rooms added and the
heating and cooling system renovated," she said.
Marshall's library, built in 1929, also
has significantly fewer books and periodicals than some university libraries
in the region with the same number of
students.

cal facility, upgrade the Health
Sciences Library, improve patientandprimarycareandhelp
the economic development of
the local area, Gilley said.
The projected site for the
complex is the area directly
adjacent to Cabell Huntington
Hospital. "Cabell Huntington
Hospital already owns the land.
What we would like to do is
acquire the Big Bear site," said
W. Don Smith II, president and
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This & that
Taylor: Fury fueled
fight against AIDS

Milk and a flu shot, please

BOSTON (AP) - Elizabeth
Taylor says fury propelled
her into the forefront of the
fight against AIDS.
The 61-year-old actress
says she got involved because
she had no tolerance for
those afraid to join the figh t.
"That infuriated me so
much. I was in such a rage
that I took it almost personally, because so many ofmy
friends are gay. The stigma is
so terrible it just affronted
my soul," Taylor said.
Taylor, who is
spokeswom an for
AIDS Proj ect Los
Angeles, also
founded the American Foundation for
AIDS Research and the
Elizabeth Taylor AIDS
Foundation.
About 1,200 people
tu rned out to t ry to
catch a glimpse of the
violet-eyed actress who
was in Boston on
Wednesday to launch a
new line of perfumes.

CINCINNATI (AP)- In a new twist on one-stop
shopping, two grocery chains are selllng flu
shots.
"It's been wild," Pat Nowak, director of public
relations for SeaWay Food Town Inc. of Toledo,
said Wednesday.
"We thought If we got 50 a day we would be
ecstatic. We're averaging 338 a day."
It's also been educational.
(1 ~ "People don't like to get their
~ flu shots In the meat department," Ms. Nowak said.
In the program that
began Sept.
13,
SeaWay charges $8 a

.,fJ~_v

Aill9=s~l!'#:;i.,./ shot, attematlngthree
days a week among Its
45 supermarkets In
northwestem Ohio and
southeastern Michigan and Its 20 discount
drug stores.
The Kroger Co., the
nation's largest grocery
c~alr,, started offering ABeijing flu shots last week. It also
charges $8 a shot and plans to offer vaccinations In 50 Cincinnati area stores, four stores a
day, through Nov. 5.

Gill returns home
for celebration
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) There's no place like home.
Vince Gill came back to
this city to find a str eet

•

By Don Pendleton

named in his honor and a
billboard proudly pr oclaim ing
the city to be the country
music star's hometown.
Gill, winner of five Country
Music Association awards,
returned to the city he left
nearly two decades ago to
visit family and compete
today in the Vince Gill
Festival of th e Horse Celebrity Golf Tournament.
Gill lives in Nashville,
Tenn., but insists he hasn't
forgotten his hometown.
"Oklahoma City is a place
blessed with ch ar acter and
common sense," h e told the
crowd.

How soon they forget
LOS ANGELES (AP) How quickly they want to
forget .
The Chevy Chase Theatre
was stripped of its name just
days after "The Chevy Chase
Show" was cancelled by Fox
Broadcasting Co.
The front of the t heater
was repainted Tuesday, a
Fox spokesman said.
The Sunset Boulevard
theater was called th e
Aquarius before Fox picked it
as the home of its late-night
talk sh ow hosted by Chase.
The show, which debuted
Sept. 7, was cancelled Sunday.
The final show aired last
Friday.

FYI
Coming up
Student Govemment
Association will have

tailgating Saturday on Lot
"T'' behind Crutcher's.
Bring your own beverages. Parking is available
for $5.
The Graduate Student Support Group

for English graduate
students will meet at 8
p.m. Sunday in the usual
place. Feel free to bring
snacks for the informal
gathering. See campus
posters for more information.

Red Cross and
BACCHUS / GAMMA
will sponsor a blood drive
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Wednesday and Thursday in the MSC Don
Morris Room.
Guyandotte Poetry
Group will present past

and present MU English
professors reading poetry
at 7 p.m. Tuesday at the
Cabell County Library.

VIOLENCE

MARSHALL UNIVERSITY

From Page 1
are nottaken soon, government
action will be imperative," she
said.
Hollings played a tape of a
scene from the CBS-TV situation comedy "Love and War"
that was broadcast Monday.
The show was set in a New
York restaurant-bar and this
week's segment opened with a
brawl.
Punches and furniture flew
and bottles broke over heads in
a highly choreographed sequence reminiscent of saloon
brawls in the cowboy movies bf
yore.
One of the characters tried
to stop the fighting and shouted over the din, -Youallseetoo

much violence on television."
Even though the fighting was
intense, "no one gets hurt,"
Hollings said. He and others
say they oppose violence that
is treated as funny or without
consequence.
"That was slapstick," said
Howard Stringer, president of
CBS Broadcast Group. "The
producer was satirizing TV violence. The attempt was not to
glorify violence, but to make it
look ridiculous."
The shows producer, Diane
English, who also produces the
"Murphy Brown" series, has
been outspoken in her opposition to congressional efforts to
legislate on TV violence.

'I Made it Myself'

SPRING BREAK #94"
NON-STUDENTS WELCOME

~~no IT IN CANCUN''
5 DAYS, 4 NIGHTS
IN BEAUTIFUL CANCUN, MEXICO

INCLUDES:
• ROUNDTRIP DELUXE MOTORCOACH FROM
HUNTINGTON, WV TO MIAMI, FL
• ROUNDTRIP AIRFARE FROM MIAMI TO CANCUN
• 5 DAYS, 4 NIGHTS HOTEL ON THE BEACH
• HOTEL TAXES IN CANCUN
• TRANSFERS TO /FROM AIRPORT IN CANCUN
• MEXICO AND U.S. DEPARTURE TAXES

Bikini Contest*

$489.00

Starts Friday, Oct 1 at 10 p.m.

PER PERSON, DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

1. Make your own bikini
( no cloth may be used).
2 . Contest open only to
women.

CONTACT: JAY ABBOTT (304) 522-4835
OR
WHEEL OF FORTUNE TRAVEL AND TOURS, INC.
6677 LAKE WORTH ROAD
LAKE WORTH, FL 33467
1-800-356-1338

809 Third Ave. • 522-9714

* Includes cash and prizes

or
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President retains war powers 3,ooo Ashland
trying to construct a poWASHINGTON (AP)litical flak jacket to proPresident Clinton is After a three-day standoff over proposed
tect against congresemerging relatively unsional artillery once a descathed from an extended legislation limiting the president's authority to
ployment is under way."
confrontation with Con- deploy troops on foreign soil, congressional
In a letter that Dole
gress over who has au- leaders backed down in exchange for advance
sought, Clinton disthority to commit U.S. notification of operations.
cussed the importance of
troops to dangerous parts
congressional authorizaof the world.
tion before committing
Clinton survived the
troops to enforcing a peace accord in another conflict latest in a series of challenges Wednesday night when
Bosnia.
Senate Republican leader Bob Dole agreed to water down
The president also praised Dole and offered his "lasting
his proposal to restrict the president's authority to send
gratitude for the leadership you have shown in recent days
troops to Haiti and Bosnia.
as we have worked through difficult issues affecting our
The agreement ended a three-day stalemate and cleared
national security."
the way for a vote today on language that would impose
Late Wednesday, the Senate vote<\ 99-1 to back a nonfewer restraints on the president.
binding r esolution that puts Congress on record as insistThe resolution, sponsored by- Dole, R-Kan., and Senate
ing that it give its approval before any U .S. troops are used
Majority Leader George Mitchell, D-Maine, expresses the
to implement a peace agreement in Bosnia.
opinion of Congress but is not legally binding.
Only Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., who h as opposed
Lawmakers also will vote on a more restrictive amenddefense budgets and military involvement in other conment sponsored by Sen. Jesse Helms, R~N.C., that bars
flicts, voted no.
Clinton from sending troops to Haiti unless Congress
The resolution does not affect missions or operations
approves or Americans have to be evacuated.
already
under way.
A week after backing Clinton on Somalia, Dole h ad
It was the third time in past two weeks that the Clinton
threatened a measure similar to Helms', arguing it is in the
administration has fended off attempts to rein in its
president's interest to have prior congressional approval.
authority on foreign policy. Last week it was Somalia, and
Following days of talks with the White House, Dole
Tuesday
it was the president's right to put U.S. troops
modified the measure to a sense ofthe Congress resolution
under foreign command.
that said funds for troops in Haiti should be barred unless
During debate Wednesday, Helms branded deposed
the House and Senate approve, Americans must be evacuHaitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide a "psychopath"
ated or a deployment is in the national interest and there
and demanded that no American life be put at risk when
is insufficient time for congressional authorization.
Clinton had failed to spell out U.S. interests in Haiti.
However, no limitations would be imposed if the presiWhile Aristide was in a closed-door meeting with the
dent reported in advance to Congress that U.S. national
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Helms stood one
security interests were at stake and detailed the mission's
floor above on the Senate floor and accused Aristide of
objectives, duration 4U1d cost.
inciting mob violence, abusing human rights and mainDole defended his effort against criticism that he was
taining ties to Cuba's Fidel Castro.
trying to tie the president's hands on foreign policy.
In response, Aristide told the committee: "After nine
"fm not seeking to place a straight jacket on the
attempts to kill me, I still say yes to nonviolence."
president's powers as commander in chief," Dole said. "I'm

NATO partnership rnay be offered to Russia
TRAVEMUENDE, Germany (AP) to fundamentally open the gates of a partner's human right's record should
- NATO ministers ended talks Thursday after endorsing a U.S. plan to offer
limited partnerships, but not membership, to Russia and other former foes.
In a brief closing statement, Secretary-General Manfred Woerner reported "a broad degree ofconsensus" on
topics including Defense Secretary Les
Aspin's proposal for "partnership agreements."
The plan, discussed a t the two-day
brainstorming session is to be taken up
in detail on Jan. 10 at a NATO summit .
"We have r eached a great consensus

Stolen credit cards traced
to Amtrak victims
KENNER, La. (AP) -A woman
went on a $2,100 shopping spree with
stolen credit ca rds and traveler's
checks that had belonged to two
women who died in the Amtrak crash
last month, police said.
Dawn Taylor, 31, of Kenner was
booked Tuesday night with two
counts of unauthorized use of a credit
card and 32 counts of forgery, said
Sgt. Steve Caraway of the Kenner
Police Department.
Taylor, whose husbal"d is an
Amtrack employee, was r eleased
Wednesday af er posting bond.
"Amtrak is shocked by these
charges and will urge full prosecution
of the suspect," the railroad said in a
statement.

NATO," Woerner said in an interview be considered in applying for memberthis morning with Germany's ARD tele- ship.
The partnership will be open to all
vision.
Some NATO officials, however, ac- former Warsaw Pact countries and Soknowledge that it may not be easy to viet states, as well as Europe's four
implement. Deciding criteria for accep- neutral nations: Sweden, Austria, Fintance may be an especially tough task. land and Switzerland, Aspin told reWhile the partners would not be con- porters Wednesday.
Currently, NATO consists of: Belsidet"ed fully in N:«I'O - because the
alliance guarantees the security of its gium, Britain, Canada, Denmark,
members' borders and the new plan France, Germany, Greece, Iceland,
would not -Aspin did not rule out the Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Turkey and
possibility of full membership later.
Potential problems include whether the United States.

Shuttle astronauts
'shrink-wrapped'
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) Two shuttle a stronauts spent nearly
an h our each in a vacuum bag that
for ced blood from their chests into
their legs, the way it would be down
on Ear th.
William McArthur Jr. was the first
to slip into the waist-high sack
Wednesday, day three of Columbia's
14-day medical research mission.
Reduced pressure inside the bag drew
blood a nd other body fluids away
from his chest, where they collect in
weightlessness.
The upwa rd fluid shift th at occurs
in weightlessness sometimes causes
astronauts to feel dizzy immediately
after a space flight, particularly a
long one like Columbia's.

Substance abuse tied
to rising health care costs

workers asked
to quit company
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP)-Ashland Oil
Inc. n otified 3,000 employees by mail
that they have a n opportunity to quit
before the company begin s making cuts
to reduce operating costs.
No target numbers have been set for
how many of the 33,000 jobs that
Kentucky's largest public company
hopes to eliminate through either the
"voluntary severance program" or termination.
The move is part of the 18-month
Advantage Ashland program that began in July .
The program's goals include reduce
operating costs at corporate headquarters in Ashland and at subsidiaries
such as Valvoline, SuperAmerica and
Ashland Services, all in Lexington.
Ashland spokesman Roger Schrum
said service benefits are involved for
those who leave voluntarily.
Ashland Oil lost $335. 7 million, or
$5. 75 a share, for fiscal 1992.
It has reported net income of $76
million, or $1.25 a share, for the first
nine months of fiscal 1993.
In the letter, Ashland Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer John R. Hall
said the Advantage Ashland program
probably will result in some job reassignments and consolidations. "And
some jobs will undoubtedly be eliminated," he said.
.
However, Ashland reserves the right
to deny or delay requests for participation and to end the voluntary offer at
any time. "'There may ~ some individuals that are too valuable to lose,"
Schrum said.
Those whose jobs are eliminated also
will be entitled to the benefits package.
Schrum said some employees might be
moved to other jobs in the company.
Hall said the first wave of the program, the analysis of corporate staff in
Ashland, will be completed by midOctober.
Dates for starting the second a nd
third waves, whjch will exami{le general and administrative personnel at
Ashland's subsidiaries and Ashland
Services Co., the company's computer
and data processing arm in Lexington,
have not been set.

Burn victim requests
leniency for attacker

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Christopher
WASHINGTON (AP) - Abuse of
Wilson will never forget th e gasolinealcohol, tobacco and drugs is killing
fueled flames that burned h is body.
more than 500,000 Americans a year
and pla cing "an enormous burden" on But h e is willing to forgive - to a
point.
the hea lth system and society as a
A judge said Wednesday the 32whole, according to a study released
year-old
black stock brokerage clerk
today.
from Brooklyn asked for leniency in
~he report noted:
the sentencing of Jeffery Pellett, one
-As many as two-thirds of homiof the three white attackers in the
cides and serious assaults involve
New Year's Day torching.
alcohol.
·'·'You are very fortunate that the
-Alcohol abuse plays a role in onevictim in this case is a person wh o
third <if all failed marriages and one
apparently exhibits no sign of any
out of four family problems.
desire to get even," U.S. District
-Overall use of alcohol, illicit
, Judge Ralph Nimmons told Pellett,
drugs and cigarettes has declined,
18.
but h eavy use has been more stable.
Nimmons said the victim was
- Men are three times more likely
unusually forgiving.
than women to be h eavy drinkers.
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our view

Stupidity is not
excuse to censor
T The Issue: Some government offlclals would llke to remove violence
from TV and movies.

It all started when an Ohio woman blamed "Beavis and Butt-Head" for the death of her 2-year-old
daughter in a fire set by her 5-year-old son.
Next, one teen-ager was killed and two others
were seriously injured after imitating a scene from
the movie "The Program," in which college football
players test their nerve by lying end-to-end in the
middle of busy highway.
Now U.S. Attorney General Janet Reno is saying
if television and filmmakers don't regulate themselves, government will.
It looks like government is ready to pounce, and
film production and sitcom companies are falling
right into government's hands. Walt Disney Co.
spent $300,000 to re-edit the street scene from "The
Program ."
In another ch ange, MTV moved "Beavis and ButtHead" to a later hour.
Are filmmakers and television show producer s
responsible for reckless behavior?
No. They're not responsible, and although producers often regulate themselves, they're not accountable, either.
Consumers are responsible to regulate themselves and their families. In the fire incident involving the 5-year-old, the parents should not have
allowed their son to watch the show if they thought
it endorsed violent behavior.
The teen-agers who simulated the street scene in
"The Program" just did something stupid. Kids do
stupid things everyday. They saw something they
thought was cool in a movie and emulated it. It had
nothing to do with Disney's portrayal.
People who are injured lying in the middle of the
road or setting fire to houses probably are predisposed to those actions without the help of TV.
Besides, if films and TV shows are going to be
edited for violence, then newscasts and violent sports
such as boxing and football should be censored, too.
It's easy to blame Hollywood for things that go
wrong in families and communities, but it all starts
in the home.
Government intervention isn't the answer.
Once censor ship begin s, it's h ar d to stop. Letting
government decide wha t will be on TV or in films
takes the r esponsibility a way from th e con sumers
and puts it i n th e hands of government.
Let it be our ch oice.
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letters
Leftist columnist
unfair, unfactual
To the editor:

As my pursuit of higher education has taken me to three institutions in two states, lam quite aware
my insight toward college journalism is glaringly minimal.
I must however say, Michael
Tomblyn's commentaries reinforce
a developing negative generalization I affix to laboratory newspapers: that they are replete with
frustrated socialists wh o long for
the divisiveness of th e 1960s the
way a starving man longs for a
scrap of bread.
·
During my five year s at Ohio
State (a univer sity n ot particularly
associated with r a dical liber alism)
I witnessed several morality plays
spelled out in that school paper.
After seeing the student staff and
faculty advisors take the left position every time, I became desensitized to the outlandish printed propaganda.
While taking classes through
Ohio University, I was acquainted
with that fine school's fact-poor,
but opinion-rich rag. I considered it
fitting, though, for a university
that is more famous for its annual
Halloween party than for its academic prowess to suffer with such a
biased publication.
I now find myself a graduate student at Marshall University, and
once again the student paper is
taking the left branch of the road. I
must admit Mr. Tomblyn's pieces
have provided consider able amusement on those occasions when I
h ave forced myself to wade through
his bitter ma laise. I would like to
suggest however, if his intent is
humor, try placing his opinions next
to the comics (in particular the Far
Side) where they are more at home.
Mr. Tomblyn, we are not fools.
Everyone understands college is a

period in one's life when values
and philosophies are in almost constant transition. To this end, we do
need exposure to various concepts
and opinions, but they must be
factual and fair ...
Those ofus with more resolute
convictions will be watching Mr.
Tomblyn (and perhaps that was
your sole intent to begin with).
Rest assured you will be challenged . ..
Jon Payton
MBA graduate assistant

Rules should be
ignored at times
To the editor:

The letter to the editor written
by Ms. Micki Casto for th e October
19 issue ofThe Parthenon entreats
a r eply. First of all, no one pr otesting the move of Residence S ervices
said that it moved to Laidley Hall
"under its own free will."
One purpose of the first meeting
with Dr. [Edward] Grose was to
find out exactly who was responsible for this decision. It may have
been President Gilley's decision,
but Dr. Grose informed us that he.
made the decision and takes full
responsibility for it.
Regarding your next point, even
ifthe students placed in temporary
housing received small discounts,
does this change the fact that sev. eral students left the univer sity
because they were so displeased
with their housing arrangements?
And does it change the fact that
the other students on the floors
could not use the stu dy lounges
that were specifically improved
with A/C for th eir comfort?
Shouldn't these students get a discount, too? Besides, in Holderby,
even two rooms put together is not
all that large, certainly not with
four people who I am sure would

want some privacy.
Concerning Charlie Boone's
new office: No matter what space
he occupies, it is still more and
better than what he occupied in
Laidley. As I understand, Mr.
Boone occupies space in Holderby and Twin Towers East. Why?
Next, the roofing construction:
Mr. Bromund simply wanted to
know why this construction could
not have been done at a time
when full-time students were not
in residence. I do not believe there
have been any misconceptions
about how much time it takes for
a bureaucracy to receive state
funding ...
Let us consider , though, that
th e people in the Office of Residence Services are people trained
to deal with the bureaucraticpr ocess. Is it not possible that alternate plans for con struction on
the roof could h ave been worked
out? Perhaps ther e is no simple
solution. But is it not the job of
Residence Services to at least
ch eck into other possibilities?
I do not believe, Ms. Casto, that
pursuing ru:i issue you feel strongly about because it affects your
life significantly warrants the
argument being called "emotional rhetoric." The students live in
the dorms 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. The administrators
are there for about 8 hours, five
days a week. We want them to
listen to our opinions.
I do not believe we h ave deliberately misr epresented the facts
at any time. It frightens me to see
a young mind like yours already
so polluted with talk of "rules
and regulations" that "must be
followed." Perhaps these are not
fair comparisons, but what if Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., or Ghandi or Galileo or Einstein had
been so concerned with "rules and
regulations?"
JIii Jerzyk
North Canton junior
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ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK

Group helps children of alcoholics
By John P. Withers
Reporter

"Adult children of alcoholics lack self-esteem. They are
numb to their emotions. They are often overachievers with
It's a scene Sharla H. Meade has seen very high stress levels. They just never learned to deal with
all too often.
these things in their childhood."

"I get girls in here who are physically abused by their boyfriends and ask
me if this is normal," she said. "They
grew up in an alcoholic home and don't
know physical abuse isn't supposed to
be a part of a relationship."
Meade, substance abuse coordinator
at the Marshall counseling center. sees
some of the greatest damage done by
alcoholics, but often overlooked is the
damage alcoholics do to their children,
she said.
Adultchildren ofalcoholics often have
a number of problems, she said.
"Adult children ofalcoholics lack selfesteem," she said.
"They are numb to their emotions.
Th ey are often overachievers with very
high stress levels. They just never
learned to deal with these things in
their childhood."

Sharla H. Meade
For the past five years, the counseling center has supervised the Adult
Children OfAlcoholics (ACOA) support
group to help students who have problems after having grown up in an alcoholic families.
"My mother was an alcoholic and was
constantly downgrading me. My family would always comment on it. It did a
lot of damage to my self-esteem," said
Emma, a senior and member of the
ACOAgroup.
Steve, a graduate student, said, "I
was constantly misplacing my anger,
and getting upset at friends and people
who didn't deserve it. I also had an
eating disorder."

Senior Jennifer, a five-year ACOA
member, experienced similar problems
with alcoholic parents.
"I overwork. I still do it. I am carrying 15 hours with two jobs. I don't know
how to just lighten up and have fun. It
is something you have to keep struggling with," she said.
These problems can seem mystifying
to people who have had normal lives
growing up, but ACOA can help members to identify and work with their
problems, according to members.
"It is the only place you can go where
people really understand and can help
you deal with issues like the fear of
abandonment," Jennifer said.

"You tell people that your dad was
constantly abusing you physically and
mentally and threatening to leave you.
Well, most people just can't really understand on an emotional level what
that is like."
Steve said, "ACOA helps put things
in perspective. I was not responsible
for my father's drinking or my mother's reactions to the problem, but I am
responsible for my reactions now."
MostACOAgroupsin the area aren't
in walking distance of campus.
That's why Meade started the group
here.
"We need to help these students,"
she said. "The program helps them
learn to set boundaries and to get some
self- esteem back. Giving them access
to a program like this is very important."
Does it work?
"The group has really helped me.
Seeing my problems in other people
and knowing I wasn't alone have helped
me to get a grip," Steve said. "It has
made my life a lot better."

Foundation leader likes to get involved
The Parthenon advocates
peace,
environmentalism and
wet dogs.

------------------------,
SUBWAY wishes the Best

this Homecoming
Weekend

GO HERD!

By Lisa R. Thacker
Reporter
Even at age 13, Nancy L. Francis was concerned about h er community.
As a teen-ager in California, sh e worked with
a local orph anage by organizing games for the
children.
Four decades later, Francis is the president
of the Marshall Univer sity Foundation, wh er e
sh e shows the same concern for Marshall.
"I felt the need to h elp the less fortunate,"
Francis said.
Francis helped start several organ izations in
th e area including Hospice of Huntington and
th e Huntington Museum of Art.
Dr. Carolyn B. Hunter, assistant vice president oflnstitutional Development, said Francis
is a role model for her in the areas of community
service and concern for others.
Hunter said Francis is a warm, sensitive

person who commands r espect and expresses
wh at she believes.
Fran cis said, "I don't ju st sign my name on a
roster. I get involved. Having the time and
giving the time is par~ount."
Still, Francis described h erself as an everyday person who, until recently, enjoyed anonymity.
Francis explained her h opes for the foundation during h er one-year term.
"I h ope to increase money in the foundation
and increase th e endowment."
At th e foundation's annu al meeting, she said,
"I will give it my best sh ot, and ifl don't hit the
bull's-eye, I will at least try to be on target."
Francis is th e 21st president of the foundation as well as the first female to hold this office.
As such, she offer s advice for others.
"My advice would be to always have some
time that one can give to people less fortunate,"
she said.

New Kinkos not
just a copy of
the other store
COMPUTER IMAGING

•at•
HAIR
WIZARDS

BUY ONE GET ONE
FREE
Buy any 6" Sub and get one of
equal or lesser value FREE.
Expires 10/30/93. One coupon a customer and a visit.
Not valid with any other offer.

.SUBWA~
Good Only At: Stadium Subway
1501 3rd. Ave.
911 8th Street

L------------------------

522-7812 • 2557 Third Ave., Huntington, WV

By Michael Peck
R eporter

A new location with improved facilities for Kinkos
Copies may benefit Marshall
students, the store's manager
said.
Margeret Fadeley said Kinkos, now located at 1452 4th
Ave., relocated to offer more
copying services. "The move
was prompted by continuous
and positive growth. We h ad ...
outgrown our space."
Kinkos now is able to offer
mor e services including the
renting ofcomputers, both IBM
and Macintosh compatiblewitl,
color and black and white printers available, sh e said. Oversized lamination, mou nting
and larger produ ction machines have been purch ased to
upgrade the current laminating, mounting and binding
equipment.
Leah Stone, White Sulphur
Springs junior, said, "I like the
expansion because now it's not
so crowded, and you can get to
what you need quicker."
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Scene in 'The Program'
sparks censorhip fight
By John Horn
Associated Press Writer

they all generated. And bad

LOS ANGELES (AP) - In
some towns, kids lying down in
the middle of a busy road are
called foolish. In Hollywood,
they're called a public relations
nightmare.
The Walt Disney Co. took the
bold step of re-editing ''The
Program" after one teen-ager
was killed and two others seriously injured imitating a scene
from the film.
Disney's $300,000 move follows changes to the animated
film "Aladdin" and the MTV
cartoon "Beavis and Butt-head"
after complaints about their
content.
Taken together, these changes raise troubling questions of
censorship and also dramatize
the delicate balance between
artistic freedom and social responsibility-especially when
millions ofdollars are involved.
Should filmmakers be held
accountable and take responsibility for reckless behavior?
Ifchildren start leaping off tall
buildings, will Superman be
grounded? What if a "Beverly
Hillbillies" fan shoots a neighbor while "hunting for oil" in
his backyard?
"I have a lot of faith in the
intelligence of the audience,"
said Michael Mann, the director of "The Last of the Mohicans" and the target of complaints for his TV shows "Crime
Story'' and "Miami Vice."
"That's why I'm against caving into this kind of pressure,
because it leads to censorship.
But Disney is Disney," he said.
"I have two concerns," said

.:.
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••
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"I'm ve ry nervous publicity can be as toxic as bad
about what happens sales, particularly when your
company name is Disney.
next: Are we going to
But executives in film, music
be so politically cor- and television found Disney,
rect that we can't say MTV and Time Warner's actions problematic. While the
anything?"
companies may have acted sensitively, the executives say,
Lee Masters they implicitly are helping ceEl network chairman ment that fictional works
Mike Medavoy, chairman of
TriStar Pictures. "One, what
does this stuff do to a society?
And two, at what time does
censorship ... destroy the creator's ability to create their
works? It's a very fine line."
Earlier this week, MTV
moved "Beavis and Butt-head"
to a later hour after excising
the cartoon show's references
to fire. Both moves came when
an Ohio woman blamed the
program for the death ofher 2year-old daughter in a fire set
by her 5-year-old brother.
In July, Disney altered lyrics
of a song in the Oscar-winning
animated feature "Aladdin"
after Arab-American activists
termed the song racist. Rapper
Ice-T was dropped by a Time
Warner record label earlier this
year aft.er 1991's "Cop Killer''
song dispute.
What unites these incidents
with "The Program" is the
amount of negative publicity

prompt real-life behavior.
People who are injured lying
in the middle of the road or set
fire to houses may be predisposed to aberrant actions without the help of television and
movies, they say.
The three youths who imitated ''The Program" may be "naive and a little warped," said
Angelo Pizzo, the screenwriter
of "Hoosiers" and the new release "Rudy."
"If something is done from
the filmmaker's perspective to
depict negative behavior, you
can't assume it will be interpreted as negative behavior by
impressionable filmgoers," Pizzo said.
Lee Masters, chairman of E!
Entertainment and former executive vice president of MTV,
said· he was troubled by the
"Beavis and Butt-head" scene.
"People are blaming the cartoon for ... things kids do anyway," he said. "Are we going to
be so politicallycorrect that we
can't say anything?"
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Dance festival highlights Broadway choreographer
By John Jimenez

Reporter
A renowned dance instructor and professional Broadway
choreographer will be the highlight of the 1993 Dance MiniFestival.
Dance legend Doug Noble
will be one ofthe guest instructors at the festival, said Dr.
Mary E. Marshall, associate
professor of dance.
The festival will run from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday in the
Cam Henderson Center Complex.
Dance West Virginia Inc. and
the Marshall University Dance
and Theatre Department are

and jazz dance two alternates will be selected
sponsoring the
event, which Marshall University will be awarding four classes
will for the summer '93 scholarwill include scholarhips that will match four scholarships choose students ships," Marshall said.
Noble is not the only refrom
their
classes in ballet,
being
awarded
by
colleges
participating
in
nowned
dance instructor apmodemandjazz
classes to be enrolled in the '94 pearing, said Ella Hay, a Hundance.
the 1993 Dance Mini-Festival Sunday.
Dance Mini- tington mernberofDance West
The classes
willbetaughtby
Festival schol- Virginia.
"Judith Leifer and Doug
sidered
guests
of
Dance
West
arship
class.
instructors from the North
Bentz,
a husband and wife team
"Summer '93 dance scholarCarolina School ofthe Arts and Virginia."
from
Point
Park College, will
The instructors will award ships will be awarded by Point
Point Park College in Pittsbe teaching the modem and
scholarships to study dance to Park College and the North jazz dance classes," Hay said.
burgh.
"Children who have had the best dancers at the end of Carolina School of The Ar ts," "Both are veterans ofthe PittsMarsh all said.
dance from age nine through the festival, Marshall said.
burgh Ballet Theater."
The only students eligible for
university level and who are
According to Marshall, the
Ballet classes will be taught
members of Dance West Vir- this year's awards are those four scholarships will only cover by Noble. Contemporary dance
ginia are eligible to partici- are already enrolled in the tuition costs, but the univer- by Leifer and Bentz, and ballet
sity will match every scholar- and jazz classes for children
pate in the festival," Marshall scholarship class.
According to Marshall, in- ship with one of its own.
said.
will be taughtby Heather Rose
"Marshall students are con- structors of the ballet, modern
"Eight dance students and and Janis Gunnoe.

Building of floats prompts excitement, hard work, and memories
By L.A. Selbe

Reporter
Watching parades for children can be
thrilling: the fire trucks that force them
to hold their ears, the rhythmic beat of
the marching bands and, of course, the
colorful floats with all those happy people.
When one is younger, one never
thinks about the parade. It's just there
to be liked
Building a float can either restore
one's faith in the magic of the parade or
it can get one extremely behind in his
work.
Some students, however, have taken
up the cause and thrown caution to the
wind. I just got caught up in the moment.
The worst part about making a float.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Homecoming 1993 includes many events
and one of those is the parade at 2 p.m. Saturday. Floats are
main features of the parade. Reporter L.A. Selbe gives her
first person account of getting caught in Homecoming "float
mania."
is deciding what you're going to put on
it. We started the crucial decisionmaking process Monday. Ideas were
thrown around, arguments were made
and the final theme for our float was
decided upon without any hurt feelings.
The worst part may be decision-making but the most frustrating has been
finding the transportation for which to
pull the masterpiece. Even the National Gua-rd couldn't help us, but thanks to

a hard sell and two sympathetic trucking companies, our float is becoming a
reality.
I've noticed that only so many people
can actually work on afloat atone time,
and since we're in college, we're open to
many distractions.
One night this week, we had a few
people painting in the middle of the
floor. In another area massive calculations were being done on the float's
configurations (I never knew it was

JOIN US for a

HOMECOMING
HAPPENING
AT

STADIUM
BOOKSTORE
The largest variety of MU merchandise

SATURDAY, OCT 23
10 am - 7 pm
Stop by for a FREE Mountain Dew Collectors Long
Neck bottle, bumper stickers & badges.
Great bargains on alumni & HERD gear!
Listen to WRVC from 2-4 pm for special

giveaway items

such a science). The proper consistency
of wood stain was being argued by some
members of the float team, and the
oth er s ... well, we listened to music,
watched TV and snooped around.
Actually, work was being done until
"Beavis and Butt-Head" came on. From
that point on it was "Floats are cool"
and "Working on the float doesn't even
suck." It was time to call it a night.
When one grows older, parades can
lose the appeal.
While I was in New York City a few
years ago, the Macy's Thanksgiving
Day Parade passed below my window.
I stayed in bed _a nd watched it on TV.
Since we've spent so much time on
this float, I should appreciate parades.
Personally, however, I think the float
with the brightest colors and the best
candy should win.

c1ifSifieds
Cancun, Jamaica, Panama City!
Call 1-800-678-6386.
apts. for rent. Available
Nov. 1. Call 522-0150.

1 BR

BR; for
sprin semester. Fully furnished,
excellent location. Only five-month
lease (Jan.-May). Call 525-0426.

UNIVERSITY APTS., 1

PART-TIME waitresses. No night
classes. Apply between 10-11
a.m. at Wiggin's, corne of Fourth
Avenue and Hal Greer. No phone
calls.

Magazine advertising sales for #1 travel magazine distributed in hotels, restaurants and businesses in the Tristate and Charleston. Full-or parttime. Call 522-2664. If no answer, leave message.

TRAVEL HOST

travel jobs. Earn
$2,500/mo. + travel the world
free! (Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii,
Asia!) Cruise lines now hiring for
busy holiday, spring and summer
seasons. Guaranteed employment! Call (919) 929-4398, ext.
92).
AA CRUISE &

Grille now
accepting applications for these
positions: Kitchen prep.; grillJine;
bus person; and dish tanker. All
shifts available. Applications
Tues.-Fri., 9-5 p.m. at the comer
of Fourth Avenue and 13th Street.

RETRIEVERS PUB &

Earn $200$500 weekly mailing 1993 travel
brochures. For more information,
send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Travel Inc. P.O. Box
2290, Miami, FL 33261.
EXTRA INCOME '93 -

7 nights from
$299. Includes: air, hotel, transfers, parties and more! NASSAU
• PARADISE ISLAND• CANCUN•
JAMAICA• SAN JUAN. Organize a
small group- earn FREE trip plus
commissions! 1-800-GET-SUN-1.
SPRING BREAK -

Students
needed! Earn $2,000+ monthly.
Summer/holidays /full-time.
World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,
Europe, Mexico. Tour guides, gift
shop sales, deck hands, casino
workers, etc. No experience necessary. Call 602-680-4647.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!

Country Club
in Barboursville area needs two
waitresses and one bartender.
Call anytime and leave message.
736-6083.
BRUSH POPPERS

Twin Towers and
Holderby. Also for day/night MSC
parking. Write P.O. Box5431Huntington or call 523-7805
PARKING FOR

all types of papers.
Laser printer/excellent quality
work. Call 736-5599 after 4:30.
If no answer, leave message.

WILL DO
EARN $2,500 & free spring break
trips! Sell only 8 trips & go free!

Best trips & prices! Bahamas,

_ ...,.
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BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

~upport
group
offers
friendship·
,
Program links
future ,community programing for visually impaired
By Everett Tackett
Reporter

By Tina Trigg
Reporter

Biomedical science is closing in on the
technology that may allow researchers
to manipulate the human genetic code
posing a host oflegal and ethical problems for society, experts say.
The biomedical sciences program at
Marshall brings this technology to the
local area.
"One of the
more important
Researchers
things that this
worry
program can do
Clinton's
is raise the comhealth care
munity's knowledge ofthis techplan may
nology," said Dr.
roadblock
L. Howard Aulick, assistant
research
dean ofresearch
efforts.
and development at Marshall's School of Medicine.
Marshall officials recently named the
biomedical sciences program as a Center for Excellence because of its accomplishments and potential for future community contributions.
"This center is an important link to
the community in this educational process," Aulick said. "It will be a place to
train physicians, lawyers, government
officials and the public about the implications of this technology."
The technology derived from biomedical science may provide cures for some
ofhumanities nastiest diseases, according to the October 18issueofU.S. News
and World Report.
However, this technology is very expensive. Many biomedical researchers
worry the huge expense of their research may come under the scrutiny of
President Clinton's health care plan.
Clinton's health care plan proposes
putting a price ceiling on these expensive breakthrough drugs, according to
U.S. News and World Report.
Medicare may not cover the use of
some of these costly, bioengineered
drugs.
"Biomedicine is very cost effective,"
Aulick said. "For example, say a researcher finds a cure for aids. This will
be very expensive. However, during the
course of his research he probably will
find data that will provide for 25 breakthroughs in the quest of other cures.
This is a conservative number."

WV couple relives
near tragedy for TV
CHARLESTON (AP) Friday's episode of the CBS
series "Rescue 911" will show
a re-enactment ofa 1990 wreck
near Bridgeport in which a
Highways Division truck
spilled its load of 320-degree ·
asphalt through a car's windshield.
Allen and Dawn Menear suffered severe burns and spent
months in the West Penn Burn
Center in Pittsburgh.
A state highway's truck lost
control on U.S. 50 and overturned onto their car, spilling
hot asphalt into their laps.
"I was able to get out the
passenger side window," said
Dawn Menear.
"But Allen was buried up to
his chest in the asphalt, and
his foot was caught under the
clutch pedal."
The crash was recreated in
June with the Meaners portraying themselves.

For Angelica Turner getting to
class can be frustrating and being
alone in an elevator is simply frightening.
Six years ago Turner, a Hunting-1
ton sophomore, gradually began losing her sight, and three years ago
she lost it completely.
She said sometimes she doesn't
know exactly where she is and that's
when she becomes nervous and
afraid.
"I can't allow myself to become so
afraid that I fail to do what I need to
do in order to get to my classes,"
Turner said.
Now, Turner has started Group
M, a support group for the blind and
the visually impaired, to help institute programs on campus.

Speaker says hospice
humane, low-cost care
By Karyn O'Dell
Reporter

Group M is working to have braille an important goal for the group
placed on elevator buttons, doors and because some people have difficulsigns around campus.
ty dealing with disability.
"Sometimes it takes me 15 minutes
"I've actually had people yell at
to find the right floor," Turner said. mebecausetheyassumethatifyou
"And I think - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - loose your sight,
I've been in "I refuse to let my disability then you loose
just about evyour hearing,"
ery male bath- rule me or my life. I'm deter- Turner said.
room on cam- mined t o make things work
Group M suppus."
for me."
ports the blind
Group M ofand the visually
fers the blind
Angelica Turner i m p a i r e d i n
and visually
Group M founder achieving their
impaired
a
goals while atplace to talk
tendingMarshall.
about their fears, receive counseling
Right now the group has only
and most of al form friendships~ she five members , but Turner said she
said.
hopes Group M will continue to
Group Mis not limited to the blind, grow.
and sighted students are welcome to
"I refuse to let my disability rule
join.
me or my life," she said. "I'm deterTurner said educating the public is mined to make things work for me."

.
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Dying patients present unique
challenges, but fewer than one in 10
doctors are knowledgeable about pain
control, says an authority on hospice
care.
"Hospice - a Humanistic Approach to Terminal Illness" was the
topic of a Yeager Symposium seminar this week featuring an appearance by Dr. Randall DuFour, executive director of the Hospice of Louisville.
"Hospice neither hastens nor postpones death," DuFour said. Once realization occurs that a cure is not
possible, hope for the time left is the
focus, he said.
Hospice programs deal with pain
management and moral questions
concerning death for terminally ill
patients and their families.
"Hospice is taking efforts to provide quality care cost effectively,"
DuFour said. A combination ofhome
and hospice care could reduce co~ts,
he said.
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there have been fears that internal
. (1P) >Aleadihg flLO_nipderate and
struggles within the.Palestinian com~
loi1gtirne friend of Vasser.Arafat was
munity could urirave1: plans to start
shot dE!a~ in front of his) 2~ye·a r-old
transferring authority to th.e PLO startson Thursday, st:,arply escalating the
ing Dec. 13 .
. infig~ti11gthat fqllowed the lsrael~PLO
"We are really worried about it,"
·accord ,,.,,·:/- . . ·· ..
,,.,. . :_: · ...
Rabin said of that turmoil after hearing
Ass~c:(Sattawi, 58, waso~e of the
of the assassination.
.·. t ou nde r.s bf_Eatah, Arafat's main f ac"
He sooke at a Gaza. Strip Israeli
tion of the PLO; .and ttie third l'Tlan . army camp after touring the Khan
from the group shot-to death since
Younis refugee camp.
·the pLQa11d .Israel signed a PalestinAn internal struggle erupted inside
ian autonomy .·agreement on Sept. . • Fatah over which faction would gain
13.
) · ( ... } · \· . . ·. .
power once the PLO takes over the·
· Saftawi served as an intermediary
Gaza Strip.
among Israel, Egypt and the Pales- . Younger leaders were summoned
tine Liberation Organization before
to Tunis this monthfortalks in an effort
the accord was signed. lnApril, Prime
to stop the killings.
· · Minister Yitzhak Rabin spent 20 min"I was trying to get into my father's
utes at Saftawi's house, stopping to
car when three ·masked men apdrink tea. The visit was broadcast on
proached the car," said the son, Ali.
Israeli television.
The boy, still shaking with fear, said
There was no immediate claim of
he saw the first bullet stike his father in
responsibility for the assassination.
the eye.
From the moment the autonomy
He said his father then turned, and
accord was signed in Washington
was shot again in the mouth and neck.

The Suntan Store.
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ENTIRE
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• Snooker Table available for play
• Large selection of dart supplies
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"It's the puzzle. Some people work crosswords, I crack software.
I'm not trying to break the law particularly. It's just a great puzzle."
BCD
Computer hacker

Megab
Marauders
Binary bandits are
using stealth to attack
computer systems and
illegally obtain software
By R. Ward
Reporter

he hacker sits, idly
tapping keys as he
talks about the first
computer he ever
owned. Suddenly he
points at the commands on his
computer screen.
"See that? Nuked their hard
drive. Here, I'll show you again
with another one," and ZyklonB finds another victim on the
InterNet, the largest computer
network in the world.
Judas looks over his shoulder.
"Man, that is rude. Show me
how you did it," Judas said.
Zyklon-B and Judas are
aliases, or "handles," for two
members of a small, Marshallbased group into computer
crime. Their popular names are
hackers.

T

THE HACKER PROBLEM

Allen R. Taylor, assistant director ofthe Marshall computer
center, said many people misuse the term hacker.
"The word hacker does not
necessarily mean malicious
activity."
He said a good general definition is "A non-professional
that has an enthusiasm for
computers."
Taylor said Marshall doesn't
really have a malicious hacker
problem.
To illustrate the difference
in meanings, he said, "We just
gotareportfromahacker[computer enthusiast] who told us
about a hole in our system security."
Terminology changes fast,
but the sarrie illegal activities
continue.
According to the FBI, the
number ofillegal computer pen-

etrations, or "hacks" is constantly growing. In 1989,
399,000 illegal entries occurred. In 1991 the number
rose to 684,000.
Judas said many people assume this problem is confined
to bigger universities or large
cities.
"I like that kind of thinking," Judas said. "It makes it
easier for us to function here."
Zyklon-B said, "We really
don't do all that much. I have
quite a few backwater InterNet accounts, and I do a little
system intrusion, but I am getting out of that.
"Oh. And I u sed to write a lot
of viruses. I am getting out of
that too. I am getting too old for
it."
Judas said, "Yeah, mainly
we just do 'warez' these days."
Judas described "warez" as
software with all copyright protections ripped out, then distributed free within the "elite"
community.
Zyklon-B said, "We have this
guy, BCD • he is great at taking
out copy protection. You just
throw him a piece of software,
he disappears for a few days,
and comes out with a cracked
copy of anything. He's a cottage indu stry."
"It's the puzzle. Some people
work crosswords, I crack software. I'm not trying to break

the law particularly, it's just a
great puzzle," BCD said.
But they are breaking laws. Judas said in West Virginia alone,
the punishments for computer
crimes range from one to five years
in prison, in addition to heavy
fines.
The fourth in the group, Patton, has hacked for two years.
"I'm a software freak. Everyone does it to some extent; we are
just more organized than they
are," he said, pointing to a briefcase full of disks.
Most group members are careful, but don't care about the law.
Judas is different.
"People think I'm a little paranoid. But hacking, and I mean
just the warez end ofit, is costing
the economy billions every year.
"Sooner or later, they are going to get serious about tracking
us down and putting us in jail •
bust us," he said.
Probably the part of hacking
that worries the average person
the most is the creation of viruses.
Zyklon-B said, "Yeah, I write
them, but I don't distribute anymore. Now I don't get into killing
people's computers 'cause I know
I can do it."
However, he did admit to "testing" viruses he makes.
"But I don't just spread them
around indiscriminately," ZyklonB said.

THE HACKER ETHIC

"Mostly it's the software.
These companies are ripping
you off. Look at Microsoft
and the prices they charge.
Never, ever, pay for any software from Microsoft," Patton said.
"For one thing, you just
can't afford it. And for another, it's stupid. The big
companies make their
money from business licenses. Little people
shouldn't have to pay,"
Patton said.
Judas said the hackers
make exceptions for wellwritten shareware, programs distributed at nominal cost, primarily over computer bulletin boards.
"Yeah, the guys writing
shareware are all right. I'll
pay for the good stuff. They
aren't ripping people off,
they're just programmers
making a living. I know my
money isn't going to buying
Bill Gates another Jaguar,"
Patton said.
Clark Computer Services
in Huntington writes custom software for local businesses for specialized applications such as accounting
and manufacturing. Representatives there had no comment on the hackers' claims.

According to the FBI, there
were 399,000 illegal computer
entries in 1989. In 1991 the
number rose to 684,000.

Representatives at Huntington Software could not be
reached for comment.
Judas said the highest hacker
ethic is total freedom of information.
"Like GNU, the free software
foundation. These guys build
good programs and distribute
th em for free just so people will
have the tools they need to work
on their machines. No one
would ever bum them. They
are universally respected," Judas said.
''The viruses and the destructive hacks are just for hotdogger s. Proving you know more
than the other guys," Judas
said, adding that access to software was the most important
issue.
"I started with no money and
taught myself. I couldn't even
afford a machine. I had to teach
myself to program on paper .
Now I 'have a state-of-the-art
machine, but i still think like
that little kid with no money.
Software should be there for
all people at a reasonable price.
Since it isn't, we just make
sure it is out there for free,"
Judas said.

_.....

T HE HACKER'S FUTURE

What's the future for hacking?
"It isn't too far off that computers are going to able to respond to pretty simple object
commands and write the code
for programs themselves. They
are working on that right now.
When that happens, ... all that
will be left is systems hacking,
and the fines for that are so
steep, well, not that many
people are willing to take the
risk of the jail time," Judas
said.
"Hacking will become extinct
sooner or later."

- ..
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Talk show
to examine
diversity

10

Work study positions
available for spring

By Andrea B. Bond
News Editor
Students will get a chance to examine
problems in communications Monday
during the "Moore and Davis Talk
Show" at 7 p.m. in Memorial Student
Center's Don Morris Room.
The program, sponsored by the African-American Students Program Office and resident advisers, is designed
to identify and correct problems between student communications, coor-

''We encourage as many
people as possible to pack
the room."
Joseph L. Davis
dinator Joseph L. Davis said.
"We want to focus on the invisible line
dividing students," Davis, a senior from
Maybeury, W.Va., said.
He said the talk show will examine
cultural differences betweeen diversified students and help them better understand each others' needs.
"We encourage as many people as
possible to pack the room Monday
night," Davis said.· He added that the
show is "very educational and profiting."
The show will include a panel discussion from a diverse group of administrators, with a reception to follow.

The work study program provides
part-timejobs for approximately 400
students, but a large number ofjobs
are never filled.
Tracy D. Brewer, financial aid assistant, said many of those jobs are
left open.
Brewer said the Financial Aid Office has $500,000 a year to pay all the
students in the work study program.
Students are paid twice a month
and can receive up to $2500 a year,
according to Brewer.
Brewer said students can work a
maximum oftwenty hours a week in
everything from clerical work to
building and ground maintenance.
Brewer said work study is given
on a first-come, first-serve basis to
students with the financial need.
Students interested in work study
for next fall must fill out a federal
financial aid form, which wiII be
available in the Financial Aid Office
in mid-December.

Business workshop
will focus on taxes
There will be a free business workshop today 12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. at
the university's Research and Economic Development Center.
"Schedule C (Self-Employment)"
will teach participants how to complete Schedule C, determine the
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amount of their estimated tax payments, and report business income and
expenses to the Internal Revenue Service, said Edna McClain, program manager of the Marshan University Small
Business Development Center.
Terry Pullen, an IRS revenue agent,
will be the instructor for the program,
which is being sponsored by the MUSBDC, the West Virginia Society of
Certified Public Accountants, the Small
Business Administration, and the Huntington Regional Chamber of Commerce.
Those interested in registering or
obtaining more information may contact the Marshall University SmaII
Business Development Center, 6966798.

Van Kirk is a professor in the Englis
department. Hespen t nine years in th
Navy as a helicopter pilot and sail
the Aegean Sea and Atlantic Ocean i
a 38-foot sailboat.
The reading will be free and open
the public.

Sample LSAT to be
given by CJ group

A diagnostic Legal Scholastic Aptitude Test (D-LSAT) will be held at
Marshall on Saturday, Nov. 6.
The D-LSAT is a simulation of the
full LSAT designed to help participants gauge their readiness for the
real test, according to Scott Mayo,
the vice president of Alpha Phi Sigma. Alpha Phi Sigma is the national
criminal
justice honor society.
Writer's series begins
Testing costs $10 before Oct. 29
with Marshall professor and$15 after that. Students wishing
to register can do so at the DepartThe first program of the year for the ment of Criminal Justice offices, HH
Marshall University Visiting Writer's 223 or 227.
The test is being sponsored by AlSeries opens Monday with a reading at
8 p.m. in the Student Center Alumni pha Sigma Phi and the proceeds will
be used for a scholarship fund.
Lounge.
John Van Kirk, winner of the prestigious 0. Henry Award, will be reading
from his works in progress.
Van Kirk's stories have been published in The Hudson Review and Paragraph. His non-fiction articles have been
.•.
•:
published in the New York Times Magazine and other magazines. Van Kirk is
working on a novel and short story
collection.

If you have a
news tip 9aU
6696 or 2521 .

Association to honor newsmen ·.............
Buy any Marshall AJ11mni T-shirt,

llliliililil...............- -.......

By Stephen T. Keyser

Reporur
Two veteran iiewsmen will
be honored today at the annual
awards dinner of the Marshall
University
School of Journalism Alumni
Association.
Awards will
be presented to
photographer
Maurice KapKaplan Ian, Huntington, and sportswriter George Rorrer of Louisville.
Kaplan retired from The
Huntington Herald-Dispatch
in 1984 after a 4 7 -year career
as a photojoumali st. He attended Marshall from 1939 to 1942
and served a s a combat photographer during World War
II. Since his retirement Kaplan has served as a volunteer
teacher and adviser in the

School ofJournalism and Mass
Communications.
"I don't think people realize
how good the program is. The
biggest problem is budgetary.
Marshalljoumalism graduates
have done very well; Kaplan
said.
Rorrer, a Beckley native, attended Marshall in 1952 and
worked with the Huntington
papers on a part-time basis
while a student. He was employed as a spbrtswriter with
The Herald-Di~patch in 1953

and served in the Marine Corps
before joining the Louisville
Courier-Journal in 1970. Ror•
rer also served as the director
of the athletic public relations
for the University LouisviIIe.
The dinner will take place at
the Radisson Hotel in Huntington with a reception beginning
at 6:30 p.m. Reservations can
be made with James E. Casto
at the Herald-Dispatch, or Jane
Behrman in the School ofJ ournalism and Mass Communica tions.

t-e-"'r-

THE SMALL DISH HAS ARRIVED ...
• Amazing Discovery!
• Smallest home dish ever!
• Receives 11 O channels!
• Fits anywhere!
• Only 1O" (inches) in size!

H.H.O.T.

Temporary Tattoo's
P.O. Box 1367
Huntington, WV 25715
Ask for: Prices/Sales/Types

FREE PREGNANCY TEST

CNN• Disney• WGN •SCI-Fl• HBO•
ESPN • DISCOVERY• MOR MUSIC • USA
CINEMAX • HEADLINE NEWS • TBS
NASHVILLE NETWORK • A&E • TBN
THE FAMILY CHANNEL and many more!

and other help

3p23~g~12
irthright
605 9th St. Room 504

As low as $79.95 com plete.
Send $5.95 cash, check or money oreder for
complete details to:

NATIONAL CABLE COMMUNICATIONS
5300 N. BRAESWOOD #4, STE 119
HOUSTON, TX 77096

sweatshirt or cap. Get a
commemorative Marshall Alumni
Mug FREE
25°ro OFF Selected Group of
Marshall clo~g

~
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Weekend sports

Friday:
*Volleyball

Sunday:
*Soccer

*Volleyball

MU vs. Davidson
Sp.m.

MU vs. The Cijadel
12p.m.

MU vs. Appalachian State
2p.m.
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Homecoming games full of 'twists'
Punting Hero
The unsung hero for last
Saturday's North Carolina
State game was punter Travis
Colquitt.
Colquitt and the rest of the
punt coverage team played
their best game - especially
when they were needed the
most.
On his first punt Colquitt
booted a high spiral caught by
State returner Ledel George,
who was promptly popped by
Chris Grose. The ball was
jarred loose and picked up by
Scott Smythe.
The play led to a David Merrick field goal and a 17-7 Herd
lead.
Several times, Colquitt rescued the Herd defense when he
had to punt from deep in his
own territory. Six out of seven
times, he left the Wolfpack
with poor field position.
Colquitt and the punt coverage unit are fourth in the nation in punting and net punt
coverage respectively.
Heralded back
If Herd running back Chris
Parker keeps his 123-yard per
outingaverageforthenextfive

BRET GIBSON

SPORTS COLUMNIST
games (end of the regular season), he would be fifth on Marshall's all-time leading rushers list.
Parker would be just 180
yards behind fourth-place Orlando Hatchett, who played for
Marshall from 1989 to 1992.
Parker, who is just a sophomore, had 125 yards in the first
halfagainst State, but was then
slowed by a hamstring injury.
Despite rushing for seven more
yards in the second half, Parker proved to be the best back on
the field that day.
Grecian Formula calling?
Homecoming games could be
adding a few gray hairs to coach
Jim Donnan's visage.
Donnan has a 1-2 record on
the annual games, but all of
them have had a strange twist.

Women's rugby leaves
players black and blue
By Kelty Blake
Reporter

Broken thumbs, broken feet and a lot of bruises and
scratches. Sounds like football, but it's rugby- women's
rugby.
Marshall has the last women's rugby team in West
Virginia ·a nd its record is 4-0 for the season.
"Most of the teams we play are from Ohio since there
aren't any left around here,• said Angie Wines, Parkersburg senior.
Wines was introduced to rugby when she came to Marshall and she has played all three years.
"When I came here, some girls were trying to start the
team, so I signed up,• Wines said.
She admits that it is a very rough sport, but she plays
because "it allows you to let out your frustrations on the
field."
"It's really a lot offun, the ball is neverdead,"Wines said.
Misty Zambido, Wheeling freshman, injured her foot in
the third practice of the season but plans to continue
playing when it heals.
"I used to play ice hockey, and I thought rugby would be
physically similar to that," Zambido said.
The teams next and last home match will be Oct. 30
against Hiram, Ohio.

Every game has been decided
in the last minute.
In 1990, UT-Chattanooga
scored with 30 seconds left to
win 29-23. In 1991, Marshall
won a thrilling triple overtime
victory over Western Carolina.
And last year, Appalachian
State scored with eight seconds
left to beat the Herd 37-34.
Keys to the game
Marshall cannot take ASU's
1-6 record for granted. Appy
has always been a tough opponentfor the Herd and this week
should be no exception.
The Mountaineers outgained
Georgia Southern last week
(359-229). If it were not for a
couple of bad breaks and miscues, ASU had a great shot to
win.
Appalachian State also is the.
only team to beat Marshall in
its new stadium. The Herd
needs to take advantage of an
expected 25,000 homecoming
crowd to disruptASU's on-field
communications.
Marshall needs to take an
early lead and keep that lead.
In both the Herd's two losses, it
jumped to a 14-0 advantage,
but faltered later.

~ Head to Head
lvl

~

Defensive matchup

lvl

Special teams

Marshall's defense is
ranked 4th in the nation
against in points allowed.
William King leads the team
with 70 tackles.

~

Travis Colquitt averaged 49 yards a punt
against N.C. State. He is
4th in the nation in net
. punting.

HUNTINGTON (AP) Marshall's
Donahue
Stephenson juggles the demands of being a parent, football player and student.
He said he's successful as
long as he
keeps his priorities in order.
"It's kind of
hard ... but I
have my priorities straight
and I'm not immature about
Stephenson 1t,
• .. he sai.d.
Stephenson,
23, a senior linebacker, said
his 4-year-old son tops the list.
"He's the most important
thing in my life," Stephenson
said.
"If I could bring him up like
the way I was brought up, then
in 10 years I would consider

myself as a happy person."
Stephenson's three fumble
recoveries this season are tops
for the Thundering Herd (4-2,
1-1), which hosts Southern
Conference foe Appalachian
State (1-6, 1-3) tomorrow.
He also is fifth in tackles
with 37 and tied for third with
two sacks for the defending
NCAA Division I-AA champion,
which is ranked No. 4.
Stephenson, a 6-foot-l, 220pound criminal justice major,
has been hampered by chronic
knee problems.
"I don't like to whine about
being hurt and so sometimes I
just keep it within myself and
do the best I can," he said.
But on the field or off,
Stephenson is not shy.
He considers himself a team
leader and an emotional player
and often tries to put a charge

LJ

They been juggling four
quarterbacks this season.
Finally seettled on Satterfield,
who played well against
Georgia Southern.

LJ

Underated defense has
been plagued by offense's
turnovers. Played well
againstGeorgia Southern.
Still has not made enough
big plays.

LJ

Lost all-american punter
Harold Alexander to NFL
Draft. MU could take advantage of shaky special teams
play.

into his teammates and the
home crowd.
"I guess I can do that because I have a big mouth,"
Stephenson said.
A native ofFort Lauderdale,
Fla., Stephenson says several
people persuaded him to attend Marshall.
His high school defensive
coordinator was from Huntington and his high school head
coach and Marshall Athletic
Director Lee Moon were roommates at Virginia Military Institute.
•
Another influence was Tim
Mitchell, a former Marshall
player who met Stephenson on
a recruiting visit.
"Tim was a good motivator
for me because he helped me to
challenge myselfand bring the
best out in myself," Stephenson
said.

------------------------YES'•
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Now )VU can have two or the most recognlr.ed and
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If healthy, Chris Parker should continue his
string of impressive
performances. Donnan
looked better vs. N.C.State

Fatherhood and football
keeps player's hands full
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Madonna struts 'Girlie Show' in Philly
Concert Review

hen Madonna's Girlie Show
opened in Philadelphia
Tuesday night, the question
on most people's minds going
in was - Is she washed up?
Has she finally become
passe?
After the show, the answer
was obviously no.
Tempting the crowd for an
additional thirty minutes, the
show finally opened with a topless
dancer slinking down a 50-foot
pole.
The interesting thing was not
so much the dancer's nudity, but
her agility and grace as she
descended. A clown representing
voyeurism watched and danced as
she did and would later be seen
throughout the show.
Madonna rose from the floor in
full Dita-mode, with a riding crop
and black mask, singing "Erotica"
as dancers in a "hotel" behind her
performed simulated sex.
The singer quickly moved into
her popular club-hit "Fever" with
more choreographed raunch and
roll, ending the song descending
into a pit of fire with the lyric
"What a lovely way to burn."
With the sexual appetite of the
crowd sated, Madonna began to
do what she does best - com-

pletely change
the tone of the
show.
"Vogue" was
performed fully
tongue-in-cheek
with Madonna
as a Vegas
showgirl laughing at the
outdated dance.
The backdrop
then changed,
and Madonna
performed
"Rain" sitting
beside her two
backupsingers
letting the song
speak for itself.
The most provocative moment
of the entire show followed, as
Madonna sang her "Beast Within"
version of"Justify My Love" (in
which she reads a passage from
the Bible's book of Revelation).
Two men in military garb
danced erotically until other
military men appeared, at which
time one of the dancers began to
"hit" the other danc,1r, leading to
the soldier being "crucified" on a
military net. The gays-in-themiltary theme, mixed with
religion was one of Madonna's

Site Records

greatest combinations and one of
the show's highlights.
Shifting gears yet again, the
singer descended from a gigantic
glitter-ball donned in bellbottoms
and sporting a blond afro.
With the free love of the 70's
presented, Madonna took a
moment to be socially conscious
and sang a tearful tribute to two
of her best friends who had died
of AIDS, telling the crowd "Don't
give up hope."
Changing form yet again,
Madonna returned as :viarlene

Deitrich, singing a hilarious
German version of"Like a
Wurgin" (sic), and then followed
with her 1993 MTV Award performance of"Bye, Bye Baby."
The mood changed yet again
when she performed a Spanish
version of "I'm ~ing Bananas"
and "La Isla Bonita" and finished
the main performance with a
fourth-of-July salute to "Holiday,"
which got the crowd dancing in the
aisles.
The first encore, a mixture of
the Ascot Gavotte scene of My
Fair Lady and Alice in Wonderland, set an eerie climax for the
show as Madonna was both held to
public scorn and private desire as
she sang "Justify My Love." The
finale, Everybody, was representative of the comradery between
Madonna and her dancers.
It was at this point Madonna
took time to thank her fans for
coming to the concert, despite the
fact that the World Series across
the street was giving her "some
serious competetion." Wearing a
Philadelphia Phillies T-shirt,
Madonna had some choice words
for Toronto, and concluding
"They're very conservative, and
not my favorite town at all."
And the fans went wild.
By Jim McDermott

Staff writer

NOW
AT YOUR

_....

STADIUM
McDonald's
"The Student Center"
(Available Only at the 5th Ave. Location)

Personal
Size
$1.89
Cheese

Family
Size
$4.99

Pepperoni $1.89

$5.99

$1.89

$5.99

Sausage

$2.19
Deluxe
(pepperoni, sausage,
· onions, peppers, cheeses)
Additional toppings 99¢
Prices do not include sales tax

